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lead singer helen foner happened to be living in the same complex, who had been famous as a pop
singer in the late 1960s and early 1970s in the uk. helen always had an open mind for new talent.

she saw richie in the studio and asked him to audition. he was in great shape and had a good sound
and she signed him immediately. they are both under the same management, and are perhaps the

only irish act that have played at british festivals over and over. the latter being a misunderstanding
between the english promoters and the irish audience. at the celtic connections festival this year

richie played and wowed an estimated 20,000 people. it is very nice that he has the opportunity to
get over in the uk with riders in the sky to play for the irish audience and such a great show for the
british people who love irish music. two names that come to my mind as having the perfect home

with irish music are christy moore and elvis. the difference is that christy had the blue eyed soul that
elvis seemed to have. but when elvis comes back it will be the return of what he was doing in the

50s and the 60s. when richie returns to the uk he will be compared to elvis and that is very good for
irish music and very bad for the british music industry. i believe we have another instance of a non-
irish artist becoming exposed to irish music and adopting it for their own. the case of van morrison.

he is a great example of an irish artist who had initially been an english artist. he first became
popular as a singer/songwriter with a lot of irish musicians on his record labels. he sang mostly irish

and had a very irish identity for a very long time.
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